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Marker assisted selection and genomic selection 

The primary purpose of marker assisted selection (MAS) is to use genetic markers as 
a proxy to make selection decisions, therefore fewer individuals need be phenotypically 
evaluated and evaluation can occur in controlled environments (such as a greenhouse) and/or 
at the seedling stage. Phenotypic data collection in many crops and for many traits is now 
frequently more expensive than genotypic collection1. Indeed, many of the largest seed 
companies routinely use robotic non-destructive seed sampling technology to preselect which 
individual seed will be planted using MAS2,3. While the goals of MAS are relatively 
straightforward, the implementation has many technical flavors with more continuing to 
emerge with advances in genotyping, statistics and genetics (see 1,4 reviews). In all cases, a 
statistical model is first developed that associates a collected phenotype with the same 
individual’s genotype across a population to identify markers important to select in progeny. 
Critical considerations include that: the population used for model development is relevant to 
the genetic background of interest of the selected progeny, the environments used for model 
development are relevant to the eventual target environments, the population size and number 
of markers used are large enough for appropriate statistical power, and that the model is 
periodically validated and updated5. 

Historically, MAS has focused on one or a few QTL determined to be statistically 
significant with substantial effect on a trait of interest to warrant selection; then a few closely 
linked markers are used in selecting the progeny (QTL-MAS). A recent extension of the 
MAS approach, genomic selection (GS), is a major paradigm and statistical shift, used to 
predict the most valuable progeny phenotypes from genome-wide genotypes in a model 
without a QTL mapping step6,7. GS assigns all (or many) markers a value based on phenotype 
and then uses all tested markers to assign progeny breeding values from which selection is 
based. Genomic selection has been proven successful at reducing the number of individuals 
to be phenotyped and increasing the breeding gain per generation in dairy cattle8 and maize9 
leading to additional efficiencies. However there have been few other successful GS studies 
yet published, with most work occurring in the private sector. The underlying flavor of QTL-
MAS is thus the incorporation of a few genes of major effects while the flavor of GS is to 
capture all variation, even small effect loci, to select the best predicted individual for all traits 
across the genome. Further gains in GS can be made by fitting the phenotypes to genotypes in 
a single analysis (one-step model) as opposed to going through an estimated breeding value 
intermediate (two-step model) as shown in Figure 2. It is important to note that in early GS 
results and GS simulations the accuracy without periodic phenotyping begins to drop after as 
little as one generation10 which may not benefit CoGiV; however with additional markers, 
additional individuals and new models, the generations between phenotyping may be further 
delayed. 
 
Increasing accessible genetic variation 

Many challenges to animal and crop productivity and quality could, in principle, be 
addressed using genes from wild relative-species and strains, if incompatibilities at a variety 
of levels did not make it inefficient or even impossible to obtain desired crosses. For 
example, enormous efforts have been made in some crops to ‘synthesize’ polyploid plants, 
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i.e. ones that are not known to occur in nature, to enable introgression of valuable genes from 
a diploid relative that is incompatible with a tetraploid cultivar11. Protoplast fusion is one 
classical method that has been used to achieve this goal and might be used separately or in 
conjunction with CoGiV12. As no sporophyte is produced, CoGiV may completely bypass 
sporophytic incompatibilities, enabling capture of recombinants with germplasm that would 
otherwise be inaccessible if full embryological development were required. While the initial 
product might be a genotype that could not survive in planta, CoGiV-based ‘backcrossing’ or 
gene conversion would offer the means to quickly recover genotypes with only small donor 
contributions, closely resembling conventionally-obtained genotypes13. CoGiV’s potential 
ability to mitigate gametophytic incompatibilities remains to be demonstrated, but if 
successful, the ‘primary’ gene pool of a typical cultivar might thereby be broadened. 
 
Selection against genetic load 

In species that have evolved with little (e.g., some plants) to no (i.e., nearly all 
animals) self-fertilization – or in low selection pressure environments – the genetic load or 
accumulation of deleterious recessive alleles can be very high. Inbreeding depression arising 
from such loads may become lethal after a few generations. Doubled haploid production, for 
example in maize, permits purging of genetic load which may be masked by a ‘healthy’ allele 
on the homologous chromosome, but doubled haploids are routinely produced only in 
relatively few species14,15. CoGiV could enable practical selection of many more individuals 
for deleterious recessive alleles than is feasible in the field, either if development is arrested 
in some cells or through MAS, without using adverse screening environments.  Elite 
individuals realized thereby could be further leveraged in later conventional forward-breeding 
procedures.  

 
Parallels with conventional breeding 

CoGiV is an extension of previous advancements and improvements made in plant 
breeding. For example, breeding of the fastest generation of annual staple crops in the 
developed world (e.g., maize, soybean) utilizes off-season locations enabling multiple 
generations per year; doubled haploid technology is used for faster generation of stable 
inbreds; MAS of targeted traits is performed outside target environments in the off season. 
Additional breeding improvements could be applied to CoGiV such as phenotyping by 
precision measurement systems on automated harvesters, cooperative tests between networks 
of research stations, and transgenic technology15-17. For already advanced agricultural crops, 
further marginal gains will require correspondingly more investment than for orphan crops 
and perennial crops, which have received less research and development18. Perennial crops in 
particular often receive the least research investment, partially because of timescales on 
returns, CoGiV, could alter this relationship to make perennials a more important component 
in food security.  

Technologies such as synthetic biology, potentially enabling assembly of artificial 
plants and animals from de novo DNA sequences, are an additional intriguing extension 
toward major improvements bypassing reproductive biology limitations19. However, 
molecular biological engineering is presently just beginning to grasp de novo construction of 
simple prokaryotes with ~1,000 genes. Understanding the interlaced functionality of the tens 
of thousands of highly-regulated genes and hundreds of thousands of variably-edited mRNA 
transcripts typical of higher Plantae and Animalia eukaryotes – let alone their interactions in 
each of the hundreds of distinct cell-types comprising any single animal – still lies many 
years in the future.  

A step toward synthetic biology enabling rapid cycling through generations would 
greatly leverage traditional breeding methodologies – providing a high return on investment20 
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in enhanced agricultural productivity. From a more basic perspective, such means will greatly 
accelerate elucidation of the functions of individual genes and gene-networks and the various 
types of regulation thereof. 
 
Implications 

The pace of agricultural genetic improvement has proven inadequate to practically 
meet the nutritional needs of the current human population, a tiny fraction of the ~ 60% 
annual rate of advance in semiconductor device-based information technologies conforming 
to Moore’s Law (Figure 1)21. However, with a ~50% larger population with net-doubled 
nutritional needs expected at mid-century, hunger will remain widespread and is worsening in 
especially-vulnerable areas. With a burgeoning population needing-&-demanding more and 
better nutrition and ever-tightening, multiaxial constraints on agriculture, transformative 
approaches are urgently needed.   

Revolutionary technologies that offer to drastically increase the speed and thus the 
time-averaged productivity of performance improvements in agricultural animals and plants – 
of which CoGiV is exemplary – rationally should become top priorities. Conversely, 
continuing remarkably and persistently low R&D investment in agriculture will preclude 
development of such technologies and foretells of widespread hunger and/or environmental 
losses between now and mid-century. The Chinese proverb “A person who has food has 
many problems, while a person who has no food has only one problem" surely has salience, 
as food riots become ever-more common in the developing world while agricultural 
investment-&-innovation decisions-&-efforts are made primarily by a small, well-nourished 
fraction of humanity. 
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Supplementary Figure 1: Growth in world population and yield-gains in two distinct 
agricultural major crops (left vertical axis) and two modern technologies (DNA sequencing 
and DRAM memory, on right vertical axis) during the past half-century. World population 
growth averaged 1.7% per year over this interval although rates are now declining 
(Supplemental methods)_ENREF_10. Food production yields must exceed population growth 
to meet hunger-focused Millennium Development Goals for reductions in widespread child 
stunting and wasting due to inadequate nutrition of existing populations22. In the US, crop 
yield improvements have largely been made in the public sector for most crops, such as 
wheat, and in the private sector for the most profitable crops, especially maize. US wheat 
yields grew rapidly with public sector research before 1961 and kept pace with global 
population growth until 1990, with investment declining despite the increasing challenges 
involved in attaining further yield-gains. In contrast, wheat yield gains realized in the 
developing world over the past half-century are largely a function of abysmally low base-
levels prior to 1961, with dramatic improvements from Green Revolution investments 
occurring thereafter.  Maize production growth in all locales has exceeded the rate of 
planetary human population growth. In the USA, this is due to continuously-increasing 
private sector investments, with spillover effects into the developing world.  In some portions 
of the developing world, especially Asia albeit not much of Africa, maize and wheat are 
experiencing a new Green Revolution. In contrast to biological systems improvements of 1-
2% per year, advances in information technologies underlying DNA sequencing and DRAM 
integrated circuits are meeting/exceeding Moore’s Law-specified rates21. Causes of such 
profound growth-rate differences include large-&-sustained investments driving rapid cycling 
of continually-improved technology platforms, similar performance of information 
technologies across highly-varied environments (unlike new agricultural cultivars), and 
attainment of dramatic decreases in per-unit materials and processing costs via relentless 
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minaturization. Agricultural technology advance and consequent growth in food productivity 
are also constrained by far lower fractional R&D investments.  

World population data was obtained from the FAO23,24. DNA sequencing costs were 
obtained from the NHGRI Genome Sequencing Program25,26. DRAM costs were based on the 
lowest consumer price available27. US crop yields were obtained from the USDA-NASS 
service28 World crop yields were obtained from the FAO29. All data were scaled to their 
minimum for the period between 1961 to present so that they could be compared. World 
population, genetic sequencing and RAM memory were presented using two year moving 
averages; yield data, substantially more noisy, were presented using five year moving 
averages. Retrospective yield data cannot separate genetic improvements from agronomic 
improvements or environmental changes but breeding and genetic is expected to be 
responsible for about half of increases_ENREF_5230. 
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